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Preface

This book primarily addresses one question: Why do Americans—
and American authors in particular—profess such moral sentiments
while engaging so little in the traditionally moralistic literary genres
of maxim and fable? My stance is that of an American who has
spent a good deal of time studying the literature of my own country
as well as that of France, where the properly moralistic genres flourished in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries as nowhere else—
but where, ironically, there has never been the sort of obsession
with morality (in life and literature) that exists in America, which
has produced such outbursts as the late John Gardner's On Moral
Fiction.
The question is not one which may be answered by means of a
linear, chronological comparison of the two literatures. My approach, instead, has been the only honest one which the subject will
permit: to consider the various literary environments in both cultures, in which moral issues have arisen, progressing from one to
the next in a sort of spiral development. Each chapter is a circle in
the spiral, not pointing to the next so much as flowing into it. To
begin with, there is the inevitable scrutiny of the history of the
maxim in France and America. This is followed by a consideration
of the fragment as theosophical meditation, and then as literary epistemology. The latter chapter is followed by a study of the role of
the aphorism in deconstructionist criticism. The fable in both lit-
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erary cultures comes into focus next. Finally, I am obliged to contemplate the survival of the maxim as a sort of negation of itself in
modern poetry, both in the United States and in France. What emerges
is not one answer to the question raised earlier but many, all of
which I believe to be true and none of which is really as useful by
itself as when considered with the others.
A note regarding references: I have dispensed with footnotes, incorporating parenthetical bibliographical references into the body of
the text. Where but one work by a given author is cited throughout,
only the author's name is provided, followed by the page number
in question; if the author's identity is clear from the context, the
page number will suffice. In cases where two or more works by the
same author appear in the bibliography, each work is referred to in
an abbreviated fashion. For instance, Allegories of Reading is abbreviated A o R, and "The Resistance to Theory" is abbreviated
"R t T." A complete list of works cited appears at the end of this
book. Translations are my own unless otherwise noted.
Baton Rouge, La.
April 1986
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1
Introduction:
The Golden Age of Aphorism

The Mad Judge, or Manners without Morals:

From La Rochefoucauld's mot juste
to Chamfort's mot fou

The French word maxime comes from the Latin superlative of magnus, "great, large," as particularly applied to another Latin word,
sententia, "opinion, thought," especially in the sense of judgment,
a formally rendered decision. Hence the genre conceives itself
etymologically as an arret or judgment of the highest, grandest order—a decision at once legal and literary. Embedded in the concept
of such a genre is the same concern which faces any notion of legality: the question of whether law is based on a universal, immutable truth, or merely on the sententiae (ways of thinking, opinions) of its author or authors. Does law reflect opinion, or the natural
law of immanent and perennial justice, as the eighteenth century
and most notably John Locke conceived it? Laws have always existed as a social scaffolding, to order the relations of men in societies. We might conclude, then, that the maxim must represent the
literary analogue of a law, both reflecting and enforcing the parameters of polite discourse and behavior. The problem confronted by
the writer of maxims is much like the judge's, but with one essential
difference: The writer has no written legal code to interpret, but
rather his own observations.
This difference underlines the ambiguity of any judge's situation,
be it literary or legal. According to the genealogy of the genre, the
3
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business of the writer of maxims is to draft the truth into a literary
code of law. There is no problem so long as "way of thinking,
opinion," and "truth" are presumed to be synonymous, and the writer
does not seriously question his role as a guide for the proper comportment of men in societies—so long as maxima continues to mean
"greatest" in the sense of "universal." But what is the result when
that premise is questioned, when the greatest way of thinking is also
the most individual, when truth is seen as relative rather than universal, idiosyncratic instead of immanent?
Before attempting an answer, we ought to consider another assumption on which the genre of the maxim is based, the idea that
the greatest and grandest truth is to be discovered in the minutest
of observations. If truth is universal and intrinsic, it cannot depend
on variables of scale. But as soon as the universal and the particular
are not assumed to be synonymous, we enter the realm of relativism, and the very notion of truth is rendered problematic. Simply
to observe that the truth on one scale is different from the truth on
another is sufficient to introduce this problem. When moeurs and
morales are no longer seen as coincident, each reflected in and by
the other—when the physiognomy of men and their society is no
longer thought to represent, in the classical tradition of Plato, Aristotle, Theophrastus, and Erasmus, the highest and only truth—
then the writer of maxims must deal with a problem which no real
judge ever confronts (see Brody and Van Delft). He must justify
himself by redefining truth as a function of morales, of moeurs, of
language, or of the writer himself.
The history of the genre in France may be read in this way as a
progression from La Rochefoucauld's concept of morality as a legalistic code for promoting the appearance of virtue in society, a
purely aesthetic virtue, toward a more radical consciousness of what
is implied by this aestheticism. The effect of La Rochefoucauld's
work is to obliterate any notion of a truth prior to appearance, any
notion of a universality reflected in small details, in favor of a morality in which truth and virtue are realized by nothing but the effective illusion, artifice, and mise en scene of the same, and naturalness is defined as supreme paradox, the perfect success of artifice.
There is no truth save in pleasing appearances, which is very close
to saying that there is no truth, but only pleasing illusions of it. La
Bruyere looks at La Rochefoucauld's aestheticism and finds it nei-
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ther virtuous nor credibly natural nor pleasing in appearance, but
rather grotesquely hypocritical. What he sees is an inevitable discontinuity of appearances, however well manipulated, the hypocrisy
of a society which prefers the mask of virtue to the fact, the face,
the substantial truth of merit. Because they are fragmentary and discontinuous, manners and appearances can only travesty virtue, conceal merit. La Rochefoucauld has taken away any universality of
virtue, the immanence of truth; La Bruyere denies the integrity of
appearances, manners, as its substitute.
If La Bruyere makes any effort to totalize truth, it is as merit,
but this is not where the power of his observation lies. It lies rather
in the denial that manners can be totalized into an aesthetic surrogate for morality. Vauvenargues makes a new effort to reinvent the
truth, this time as neither appearance nor merit but the self. Virtue
for him consists in integrating the manner, appearance, and essence
of the self. But can the self be totalized any more than abstract
truth? Only if we forget La Rochefoucauld and La Bruyere and lend
credence to the possibility of integrating or totalizing manners and
morals, essence and appearance, visage and mask—a possibility
which both writers expose as primitively naive. Following them,
the work of Vauvenargues represents an anachronism, but a necessary one. It displaces the focal point of the epigrammatic genre
from society (La Rochefoucauld), and from the individual in society
(La Bruyere), who is imprisoned and repressed by it, onto the self
as its own society—a narrowing of scope which is also traceable
through the work of these three.
It is tempting to read La Rochefoucauld, and indeed every moralist after him, as Philip Lewis, Jean Starobinski, and Roland Barthes
have done more or less consistently, as inventors and players of a
linguistic game which makes no pretense to reflect any totalizable
truth. The epigram can be reduced to a structural exigency of NOUN /
COPULATIVE/ NOUN, and La Rochefoucauld's aesthetic morality can
be read as replacing the opposition good / evil by the jeu of a discourse of observation and manner (Lewis, 26-30; Starobinski). Yet
La Rochefoucauld does not seek to substitute form for morality, but
rather to make form into morality, without spurning the latter at all.
The genre does, as Lewis says, by its nature embrace the metalingual (a significative code) and the poetic (the play of writing for its
own sake); this makes it possible to read any maxim as an attempt
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to totalize or as a repudiation of totalization, a pure jeu du discours.
It must nevertheless be noted that neither La Rochefoucauld nor La
Bruyere nor Vauvenargues is willing to forego a claim on the Logos, however they define it, and in that sense the readings by Philip
Lewis, Roland Barthes, and Jean Starobinski are all partial. Faced
with a text which, as Lewis astutely observes, presents itself as an
expose of signs as signs, they choose to emphasize the expose rather
than the effort and will to totalize which it represents (Lewis, 176—
77).
La Rochefoucauld's stance appears at the peak of its paradoxicality in the following pair of citations. On the one hand, the thoughts
and perceptions of men are relative, almost random, and not subject
to reason or morality. This is precisely due to the impossibility of
integrating, totalizing the self. The perceiving subjectivity cannot
attain objective phenomenality and subjectivity at the same time; to
perceive itself at all, it must stand back and recognize itself as other,
and thus cannot avoid a discontinuity with itself. Introspection casts
the self into the flickering instability of nonintegrity, displaces and
scatters it in and among its own reflections:
Quand il s'agit dc nous, notre gout n'a plus cette justesse si nccessaire
. . . tout ce qui a du rapport a nous nous parait sous une autrc figure. Personne ne voit des memes yeux ce qui le touche et ce qui ne
le touche pas; notre gout n'est conduit alors que par la pente de 1'amour-propre et de 1'humcur, qui nous fournissent dcs vues nouvelles,
et nous assujettissent a un nombre infini de changements et d'incertitudes; notre gout n'est plus a nous, nous n'en disposons plus, il
change sans notre consentement, et les memes objets nous paraissent
par tant de cotes diffcrcnts quc nous meconnaissons enfin ce que
nous avons vu et ce que nous avons scnti. (La Rochefoucauld, 203)
When it is a question of ourselves, our taste no longer has that precision which is so essential . . . everything connected with us appears to us in a different light. No one sees in the same way that
which affects him personally and that which does not; our taste is
thus governed only by our self-love and our disposition of the moment, which always furnish new perspectives, and subject us to an
infinite number of uncertainties and changes; our taste is no longer
ours, we do not control it, it changes without our consent, and the
same objects appear to us in so many different lights that we end up
confusing what we have seen with what we have felt.
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Yet within this discontinuity, which keeps the self from recognizing
its own perceptions, La Rochefoucauld clings to the psychic and
physical determinisms of I'amour-propre and I'humeur. In this refusal to allow indeterminacy to obey its own law, that is, to be
without a determinate cause, he reminds one of Freud.
On the one hand, La Rochefoucauld eloquently describes the self's
nonintegrity, while on the other hand he insists on the primacy of
an integrity based in appearances, a self which is natural, true, and
proper but the purest representation of successful artifice. The contradiction implicit in such a view is so extreme that it appears a
plausible strategy. The "true" self does not exist in any primal state
but must be brought into being. Yet it cannot be shaped by imitation; no copy will suffice, but only an original—an original which
does not preexist the copies, but is realized as artifice which avoids
mimesis. As a textual analogy, we might say that the natural self
is to the counterfeit self as allegory is to the mimesis of realism.
The true self is an allegory of its own being.
Chacun veut etre un autre, et n'etre plus ce qu'il est: ils cherchcnt
une contenance hors d'eux-memes, et un autre esprit que le leur; ils
prennent des tons et des manieres au hasard; ils en font 1'experience
sur eux, sans considerer que ce qui convient a quelques-uns ne convient pas a tout le monde, qu'il n'y a point de regie generate pour
les tons et pour les menieres, et qu'il n'y a point de bonnes copies.
(La Rochefoucauld, 189)
Each wishes to be another, and not to be what he is: they look for
a countenance outside themselves, and a spirit other than their own;
they adopt tones and manners at random; they try them out on themselves, without considering that what suits some may not suit everyone, that there is no general rule for tones and manners, and that
there are no good copies.

La Rochefoucauld wishes to make this allegory into the original,
the Logos, the truth, the nature whose absence has made it possible.
La Bruyere follows the Aristotelian tradition in locating a bedrock
of truth in human foible and vice—unchanged, he says in his Discours sur Theophraste, since classical antiquity. Nor is he willing
to admit any uncertainty in his own work as observer, chronicler,
and writer. Human behavior is subject to immutable laws; there is
a correct way of expressing these laws, and it is La Bruyere's way—

